NNA 2021 Virtual - June 7, 2021 Sessions

9:00 AM Pacific

9:00 am - 10:15 am PDT
NNA 2021 Virtual Conference Kick-Off: How To Maximize Your Income As A Notary Public
Virtual | Tom Heymann  Mark Wills

10:30 AM Pacific

10:30 am - 11:30 am PDT
Notarizing in Healthcare Facilities ~ Dealing with a pandemic with confidence and compassion
Virtual | Carol Salter

10:30 am - 11:30 am PDT
Developing a Powerhouse General Notary Business
Virtual | Christine Wissbrun  Daniel Lewis

10:30 am - 11:30 am PDT
In-depth Look at Remote Online Notarization Platforms
Virtual | Donnell Smith

12:30 PM Pacific

12:30 pm - 1:15 pm PDT
Remote Online Notarization Compliance and Liability Protection
Virtual | Dushunna Scott

12:30 pm - 1:30 pm PDT
Successfully Launch from a Part-time Notary Gig to FULL TIME Notary Business
Virtual | Vanessa Terry

12:30 pm - 1:30 pm PDT
NotaRISE: Rise to your Greatest Potential with Three to Thrive.
Virtual | Susi Sivkov
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1:45 PM Pacific

1:45 pm - 2:45 pm PDT
Increase Your Business Using IPEN and RON Tools
Virtual | Nancy Pratt  Bill Anderson  Anu Pankaj  Kristi Pond  John Bayne

1:45 pm - 2:30 pm PDT
Expand Your Market Outreach! Design, Develop and Maintain Your Own Website
Virtual | Elaine Wright Harris

1:45 pm - 2:45 pm PDT
The Notary & the “9 to 5”: Balancing Your Full Time Job and Your Notary Business
Virtual | Samantha Smith

3:00 PM Pacific

3:00 pm - 4:00 pm PDT
Marriage Notary 101: Offering Officiant Services to the Public
Virtual | Sonita Leak

3:00 pm - 4:00 pm PDT
Generating Revenue in Times of Crisis
Virtual | Jamie Liggins  Michelle Riley  Bill Soroka

3:00 pm - 4:00 pm PDT
Discovering How Online Notarization Works from Notarize
Virtual | Jacqueline Philips
NNA 2021 Virtual - June 8, 2021 Sessions

9:00 AM Pacific

9:00 am - 10:00 am PDT
**Owning Your Story in Difficult Times to Succeed in Life**
Virtual | Kim Coles

10:15 AM Pacific

10:15 am - 11:15 am PDT
**What Does Success Look Like? 5 Strategies to break free from mediocrity and become the true CEO of your Notary enterprise & your life**
Virtual | Bill Soroka  Laura Biewer

10:15 am - 11:15 am PDT
**Understanding the Secured Signing Platform and How it Can Enhance Your Notary Business**
Virtual | Callum McIntyre  Mike Eyal

10:15 am - 11:15 am PDT
**How to Build and Manage Your Signing Agent Business Using SnapDocs**
Virtual | Nina Mohit

10:15 am - 11:15 am PDT
**Making the Most of Your SigningAgent.com Profile**
Virtual | Brandon Rosenthal

12:15 PM Pacific

12:15 pm - 1:15 pm PDT
**LinkedIn for Notaries: Networking to Increase Business**
Virtual | Sandra Long

12:15 pm - 1:15 pm PDT
**Post-Covid State of the Union for RON Adoption**
Virtual | Tim Anderson
12:15 PM Pacific (continued)

12:15 pm - 1:00 pm PDT
Don’t Like Your State Laws? Change Them!
Virtual | Roger Rill

12:15 pm - 1:00 pm PDT
Operate as A Traditional, Electronic, Remote or Multifaceted Notary Public Professional: The Choice is Yours
Virtual | Elaine Wright Harris  Wanda Moore

1:30 PM Pacific

1:30 pm - 1:45 pm PDT
NNA 2022 Conference Location Reveal
Virtual | Tom Heymann

2:00 PM Pacific

2:00 pm - 3:00 pm PDT
Apostilles 2.0 - New and Advanced
Virtual | Judith Lawrence

2:00 pm - 3:00 pm PDT
Digital ID's: The New Trend in Driver’s Licenses
Virtual | Bill Anderson  Tom Lockwood  Tim Reiniger

2:00 pm - 3:00 pm PDT
Sign & Thrive Networking Session
Virtual | Bill Soroka  Laura Biewer